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Poems from *Some of Us Can Go Back Home*
And a short story

**Directions to Berkshire from the Border**

When you reach Pisgah, pause.
Allow the red dirt to orient you.
Watch for the prickly pine fields,
sweet and sour in your senses,
the concrete bridge barriers
like pyramids and the green hills,
calling just beyond the precipice.
And mind who you ask for direction.
They’ll tell you, *go straight. It’s not far.*

Go straight.
Stand in the square,
wear protection 'gainst
the box mentality but
not the memory of little feet
dancing through red mud,
teeth in journeys through cashew
and pine from unending fields,
lest you feel like this child again.

Look west from Pisgah church,
the spot used to mark the mile,
the walk to post office
winding 'round roads,
the skipping and fruit picking;
this is the journey. Mark it.

Focus. Peer into the next parish.
Find the slender coconut tree
beyond the border of brush,
away from asphalt;
this is Berkshire.

Go deeper still,
find Great River,
the spring I've sprung from;
find Greenwood.
Come home,
let heart and kerosene
lamp your laughter.
These are directions from the border,
my heart to yours.

(first published in The Caribbean Writer, 2013)

Berkshire Road, Coordinates Unknown

Town people don’t call the place Puss Hole
but a government name, a through-road clogged with shops
and gravel passes leading to zinc roof illusions amid the trees.
They do not call it an avenue, not a way, but a gorge
in the hill where yards rife with sharp rock hold concrete
verandas on their board flats with brown tarp hauled over their faces.
When Berkshire makes the news, it is set in Bethel Town,
nine miles outside of itself, where at once a woman can be forty-four
and forty-eight, her name: Grace. The paper said her son was quiet,
didn’t mention his name, printed a photo of her older child, graduation day.
The newsman dodging dogs and tree limbs notes what the welcome sign says
and sets the clamouring scene closer to the coast.
He writes that Grace of the green hills lived in a town
with sidewalks, a police station, names for its streets.
Not up there, ‘roun so. Not here.
The crowd converged on the main wants to know why
a son, thirteen years in the afterbirth, would summon his mother’s blood again,
rinse the knife and in the middle road, blame his hand on the deep night.

(first published in PREE Lit)
Caribbean Postcard from Fort Worden

My teacher says occupy any seat
in the schoolhouse. I pretend to be under
bronze madrone, near Alexander castle.

She walks the room issuing postcards
of tigers, birds, places towering over water.

To me, she gives a lighthouse card with sparks
of reds, whites, ocean coming in and I think
I spot my Jamaica in the undergrowth.

Teacher says, rip your card and I do not. The greying
woman who borrowed my pencil bites her bird.

Tell me what it feels like, my teacher says,
and one man with a tiger’s eye in his left hand says
he thought of old faces, overgrown with ivy, rusting.

I fold, wary of losing another place, allowing the column of white
to mask the lilies, the sea grapes, saving the tower
as evidence of something inland.

But I fold again and fracture the stones,
consume the sea. Again my teacher says,
and my island goes white under me.

(first published in PREE Lit)
Finishing Our Brother’s Work

In this bush-bend, an unfinished house rises two storeys high. Moss gathers at the meeting place for blocks, naked steel disrupts the clear sky, and wind howls through empty rooms.

They are finishing your work.

With your tools, technique and memory, issuing music and rum to water the vibe, to make laughter where mixing mortar might otherwise turn us to rivers.

Finishing your work.

The lover you left behind pours cement, completes the window casing, like you, neat, precise and level.

(first published in Cordite Review)
Sustenance

Better to be home than out in the world hungry.

— A.G.

Mother worries for me
that in this city
every pound of yam,
every pint of peas I eat
is paid for.

She questions whether it might
not suit me better to be home.

There is none of papa’s old grung in this place,
so she brings me the wild Amity fever grass to plant,
something to soak the palms, to warm the heart.

She knows I cannot walk out and pick
the recurring okra papa planted,
so she brings me the seeds,
reminds me we are ground people,
and that breadfruit can roast behind any house.

My mother leaves the wilderness of Westmoreland
and becomes for me, like Uncle Ben for her, a neighbour
coming down through the coco walk across the stone wall
to bring sweet potato, red peas and accept couple lime.

She knows that here, for things like these
one must pay with inedible currency.

And each time I go home, my eyes set on staying,
Mother goes hunting, under wide leaves of pumpkin,
pulls down boil banana trees, digs the early yam,
makes a tart juice from passion.
Says, here, take this. Be filled.

(first published in Jamaica Journal)
Birdie

_Nursing home hostage seeks young accomplice. Must be willing to fight and not afraid of cold water. Pays well. Names starting with C need not apply. Walk-in interviews this Sunday from 10am at Harris Memorial Home with Margaret Bird._

In part I really wanted some sensible conversation, in part I wanted these impostors exposed. I mean, imagine, my own nephew that I raise with my two hands, a thing I never did with a child of my own, take me up as soon as my brother Derek pass on, say I am too much work, that a nursing home would provide ‘more dedicated care to me,’ as if I am a child; as if I didn’t raise the blasted bwoy practically by myself when him father was building a career.

Imagine how me vex! It burn me for true, especially when I think how him father left enough money to take care of me, promised that with all I do for the family after Grace gone, that I wouldn’t have to worry bout a thing. I just didn’t imagine it would go towards putting me away. If smaddy did tell me the exact thing I wouldn’t believe them. I would tell them, no, no, is lie you telling, no way Craig would do me that, not after all I sacrifice. But see it deh, as God liveth, I hold me mouth and see me yah a bata bata through it.

Still, even after I land here, I never quite intend to create any excitement in the place, if you can believe that. I just wanted people to know what was really going on. Don’t ask me how I put out that ad in the first place; I have my ways. About three people answer it. One man after the other showed up in the Sunday heat, right after morning devotion. I was taking me time going back to my room when I heard the commotion on the veranda, so I stop and lean in the crack of my doorway where I could see down the long hallway and hear them explain themselves.

“Yes Miss, I used to be a security guard. I wasn’t too sure but that’s what you’re looking for right?”

Another one said “I used to play karate from I was in Primary school, you know? And I not too so on the bush work either.”

“Sir, is that the paper? May I see it, please?” Nurse Johnson took the paper and started reading, “nursing home hostage...” I knew it wouldn’t be long before it got to the Matron and before she read the whole thing and see my name. Yes, yes. I know. Beatrice, already said it wasn’t a good idea to put my name in it, but I was convinced I would get to talk to them that way.

“Birdie, you only setting yourself up for trouble, me love. I think you should leave that alone.” Bedridden, she had whispered to me as I propped myself against the protective railing of her bed. Of course, I hadn’t agreed.

“Beatrice, how long you been here in this prison place? Maybe you quite alright with how they treat you, but I not having this.”

Now seated at my desk, my back to the door, the next thing I know is that the Matron and Nurse Johnson were knocking and barging in at the same time.
“Can I help you ladies?”

“Miss Bird, we understand that you—” the Matron started.

“I am quite busy as you can imagine. I am here writing to Craig to tell him some new descriptions I made for him.”

Then Nurse Johnson come with, “Miss Bird, this is a serious matter.”

“I am thinking Johncrow for this week. I know it not that fresh, a bit overused even, but I don’t think I ever used it on him before, so it might burn after all. What you think, Nurse? Nurse?”

“Miss Bird, you are not permitted to issue advertisements concerning this facility to disturb my staff or patients including yourself.” The Matron was stern, like she meant to jerk me.

“I am not your patient miss. I don’t even belong in this place.”

“Nurse Johnson, please call Mr. Bird and file a formal report for the board. Clearly this is not being taken seriously.”

In the next week a group from the Alliance for Elderly Persons and the police went through and through the place, lifting pillows and stale sheets at every turn. The Matron was bent on kicking me out after that, and I was ready to go. I pack my bag and everything, but both the alliance people and Craig made sure that didn’t happen. For the group, it would’ve been a sure sign of discrimination and further ill-treatment, but for Craig, the brute, it was, “This is the only support I have with her now. Dianandra and I are swamped with Max and running the firm. I really need her to be housed here.” I think he wanted pity, but I suspect he might’ve also threatened the Matron after the AEP people got it in the news.

Families and caregivers are advised that acts of neglect and/or abuse against the elderly are punishable by the full force of the law.

Miss Matron she make all kinds of promises to them.

“We can assure you that all our clients are handled with the utmost professionalism and respect. Miss Bird’s complaints are simply the words of an aging woman resisting change. It’s just a challenge with adjusting,” she said. But they just tighten the rope round me after that.

It’s been about three weeks since that and now they keep me in this back room painted dark blue. The white ceiling is the only place some light bounces from when the lord has mercy on me these days. Sometimes I get lost dreaming, bout how I want to crack the window enough to catch the sky, to move the room outside. I want this place overgrown with wisp and bush and I want to be able to reach the bombay limb from here, stretch and catch the soft, pink bougainvillea blossom again. What I really need is to leave this place, to pack all my notes, move out and go run wild in the bush like I was meant to. The sunflower on my desk bloom and gone and I see now what can happen when people try confine you. Or maybe all it means is that time will pass, that things have a way of refusing to stand up one place, despite how much you protest.

I been going pale from no sun and my desk seems on the verge of turning to dust from all the things I been scratching into it. Truth is, I’ve been talking. I’ve been talking a whole heap and the desk is feeling it hard. I’m pretty sure it was a teacher’s desk before I get it. I believe this because it says 7b
along the top right edge, and I feel that is a class number. Yes, that is a fairly loose chord to string anything on, but I like the idea of it. When I sit here, lap my skirt and take up my pencil, I feel like an English teacher doing important work or like a student, except in a forever school without break time or lunch time or anyone to play with. Sometimes, when the day seems to merge sun and moon seamlessly, I wonder if I am crazy like they say. I wonder why I don’t see real people anymore, why I only know them by the past. But I know is that these people want me to believe, that me mad.

The desk was a gift from Craig, since, as him say, I claim to be a writer. I mean, that was a long time ago; all these years really put a sluggish feeling in my body. Still, it was always one of my favourite things and I still write a little here and there, which is how I can tell you any of this. I will be honest and say here that that was a kind thing for him to do for me. I always liked a nice space to write, my own space; even though you would swear say this room and everything in it belong to all them door-pushing nurse who love bright with me. If this was really my room I would have a key and no one could tell me when morning was and I could walk free. As I was saying, the desk is nice and old like me and I have notepads that I write on with long orange pencils, so I can rub out things if I ever change my mind. Sometimes I just stare at the paper though and I see me life rippling through the blue lines and wonder how I got here, to this page.

They wake me up at 5. Yes, in the morning. The nurse will be here any minute now, but is not today they start treat me this way. When I just reach here, I remember feeling pleased someone finally agreed with me that teatime could be any hour and decided to indulge my love for peppermint, but I was wrong. They wake me with an ice bath, to balance me out, they said. See her here now. Lord god.

“Miss Birdie, wake up, is time to bathe,” she says, gripping my wrists.

I can hardly protest today. I just roll and turn and wonder what me do so, why people must disrupt me soul when it was nicely set at ease. I try a little backchat, because I didn’t quite believe what was going on.

Trying to free my wrists, I tell her “My name is Margaret Bird. What you mean bath time? You see how outside black, how not even fowl leave them roost yet? That is as clear a sign as any that is not time to rise or to pry an old woman like me from any kind of warm salvation.

“Miss Birdie, you need to start the day early.”

“What you say? But after, I not going to market or catching no country bus; I not even likely to encounter anybody with sense today.”

I swear I catch her with that, swear she taking heed, that the old woman talk have her, and she see her granny in me, but no such luck, me child. She loud up the whole place with my name as if I am giving her all kinds of hell. So see me yah, fighting with nurse over when to bathe me, over when morning really start. I don’t hear a fowl yet, but this one swear the time is now.

“Come man Miss Birdie, set good. Make me take off the nighty.” She rip me clothes off, strip me down to nothing then rub me close to raw in the cold water. All the same, I make it through and she dress me, but don’t make them tell you I alright.

Everybody on this road supposed to know my name by this, for every morning early it echo, and throughout the day it ring like bell. Same so every day my name just hitch up in every nurse mouth, for apparently is so me one bad. Birdie this, Birdie that, Birdie why, Birdie don’t. Is like my name set pon spring with these people.

This little piece of hell is on a residential road not far from Constant Spring. The yard is big and green, but I hardly get to see it after I get in trouble the other day. Now I spend most days by the window
trying to catch a bit of sky. Is ‘ccasion make them bring we go outside mi dear, or if the one Craig him feel like visit and I beg him take me for a walk, so I can tell him me mind. One time I tell him a thing and him say,

“Auntie what you mean you can see into my soul?” And I just laugh.

Him have it say me mad, even call foreign tell him other family them. Who don’t disown me call only to see what brand of craziness I going on with on the given day. I will be the first to admit that me bad yes, but you shouldn’t believe any of what they say straight away. Me will tell you the God truth if anything really go so. Me will tell you, me no ‘fraid. Is them drive me to wherever I go these days and all the days that I ever issue a word that wasn’t divine. Since the newspaper incident I try to keep myself quiet still, but is not all the time I can do a thing like that. So every now and again when they come attend to me, I see what I can get done. And like how is breakfast time now, maybe I catch them at ease.

“Nurse Johnson, how you do? You know I been behaving myself good-good from the other day. You think I can have whole papaya today?”

“Miss Birdie, I’m not sure you can manage that today.”

“What you say? Of course I can manage. I can even scoop it out myself. I know how to do things you know.”

Papaya seeds good for something (I just can’t remember) so I keep most of them saved up. I even sneak out to the hall where Beatrice is (I hardly see her anymore) and she give me what seeds she collect. Now and again, I throw some out the windows. I don’t see anything happen yet, but one-day one-day I feel like all these plants going to rise over this place. Next time I going to ask the nurse to give me some metal utensils, so I can cover up the seeds that fall on fertile ground when I get outside. Right now, they only give me plastic things and clear them up fast, and other times they even try feed me. You can believe that? Me, Margaret Bird. More time I not so strong yes, but you can imagine me letting somebody feed me?

“Nurse!” I call them sometimes because they seem to forget me, except when they want to disrupt me life of course.

“I can get some cooking oil please?”

“Birdie what you need cooking oil for? Your food is prepared and brought to you. You not supposed to prepare anything in here”

“Is just these little ants I want to feed. They don’t have anybody to care for them, you know, like how you care for me. You don’t want them to suffer do you?”

“No, Shakespeare, not at all,” she says and leaves.

She don’t give me what I want and I know is fool she taking me for, because I only write stories and a little poetry and Shakespeare was mostly a playwright, but I like the sound of it. I am left just staring out the window, feeling the words scratched into the desk and wheeling the window to see if it can open just a little bit more. It doesn’t work. The window is stuck at this strange angle, catching the bombay mango tree outside but purposefully missing the sky. The sky that is so close that it makes me wonder who designs these things. Isn’t the point to let the light in, to make us on the inside not feel so boxed up? Maybe these were specially designed for my case and same way I can just hear the one Craig haunting me.

“Auntie you know you not supposed to leave the room.”
“Auntie the food they give you is for you to eat and not to feed creatures.”

“Auntie please don’t trouble the nurses. They just doing their jobs here.”

What him know? Everything is him. Him is the devil from hell that take outside from me. Outside that I would have my hands in every day. Boy, when I remember the gardens I used to keep, how the day was the sky and the sun and lemonade under the mango trees. Boy, how I used to love my lemonade out there half hidden, half exposed in the heat, the dirt coarse and crumbling from my hands as I rub them together. Sometimes I think, at least there is memory, that I not too far gone after all, that at least him can’t take that from me, no matter how hard or cold him make them wash me.

--

As evening comes, same way some little black bugs come crawling over my pillow and at first, I want to brush them off, but then I stop.

“What is this lord, what is this you send?” I swear it is my lord and saviour reaching out to me.

“Birdie girl, follower of my word, worshipper and beholder of truth, you meeting it me child, but you hold firm, you stand up strong and you don’t let the devil hold you down.”

Then smaddy knock, and for a moment I think is God come to finish talk to me in person. No such luck misses, just a nurse with a nerve for imposing, one so wicked it stained on her face like anger and bitter misfortune.

“Miss Birdie, lights out in five minutes.”

You would never imagine say is pay people pay to keep them family in this place. But the lord is still with me all the time.

“Birdie just walk.”

And so him talk to me, so I strip down to me black slip. I take up my papaya seeds and I walk out behind the nurse as she move through the halls turning off the lights. I not doing any harm. I hide behind the curtains in the great hall one after the other. The nurse stops, looking around and I freeze, holding my breath and leaning on the wall. By the time I reach the bend for the kitchen, Beatrice is having one of her screaming attacks and I swear the nurse would catch me then. But no, she goes to attend to Beatrice and the lord see and know and carry me through. I decide to detour and go out to the veranda instead. When I reach the door and step down onto the steps, the light floods my eyes.

“All the place is dark otherwise. And I just hear voices coming from everywhere.

“Miss Birdie what you doing?”
“Matron, what is the meaning of this?”
“Miss Bird, get inside this instant!”

I see people sitting around tables like they are having a meeting. Maybe it is the people from the church that run this place?

“Miss, I just going for a walk. It is very hot in this place where you lock me up. Even some black bug in the bed and I very much can’t stand it anymore. Me want little breeze in me life.”

The Matron, her eyes now glaring, stands and starts moving towards me. Nurse Johnson appears with a towel and freezes beside me. I stand up there before them and I just start laugh. I
laugh because the people sit down and looking like they see a ghost. They looking like they never see a person before. I tighten my fingers ‘round my papaya seeds and I laugh. I laugh because I never did see things coming to this and I just walk.

(first published in *PREE Lit and Bookmarked*)